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A comprehensive introduction to the role of 
steward at spectator events, this programme 
will enable learners to develop knowledge and
understanding of the key issues concerning 
spectator control.

Who is it for?
The Level 2 Award in Understanding Stewarding at 
Spectator Events is ideal for learners, aged 16 or over, 
who are either working as stewards already (possibly in a 
voluntary, casual or part-time capacity) who wish to seek 
recognition for their existing skills and competence, or those 

who wish to move into such a role. It is also an ideal 
qualification for anyone either considering a career in event 
management, or looking to obtain a nationally accredited 
qualification to improve their career prospects.

What are the benefits of doing this 
course?
The qualification has been developed in close association 
with SkillsActive, the Sector Skills Council (SSC) for the UK 
Active Leisure and Learning sector. This qualification is also 
mapped to the 2004 Key Skills standards and can be used 
to develop learners’ literacy and language skills. It offers 
benefits to both learners and to employers in this sector:

• Existing and potential stewarding staff will gain confidence
in carrying out stewarding duties. They will develop an
understanding of how to deal with emergency situations
safely and calmly, and ensure the safe movement of
people at events.

• Employers can be confident that they have a competent
workforce and employees who work to industry standards
and who are capable of dealing with a range of situations,
including emergencies.
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Course content

Entry requirements

Course delivery and assessment

There are no specific entry requirements for this qualification.

Candidates will be provided with the course materials for the
programme and will be required to work through a series of
tasks and activities designed to reinforce the learning 
process and demonstrate their knowledge. This qualification 
is internally assessed with the candidate producing a 
portfolio of work that covers all learning outcomes.

For further information, please contact:

Progression opportunities
The programme will enable candidates to further their own 

continuous professional development, improving career 
prospects. Having successfully achieved this qualification, 
the learner may wish to progress on to further qualifications. 
For details of relevant Hallmark programmes. Please go to 

www.hallmarkeducation.org.uk for details of relevant 
Hallmark programmes.

The course comprises four mandatory units. Candidates 
must successfully complete all four units in order to achieve 
the qualification.

Unit 01: How stewards prepare for spectator events
(Credit value: 1)

Unit 02: How stewards control the entry, exit and 
movement of spectators at events 
(Credit value: 2)

Unit 03: How stewards monitor crowds and respond to 
potential crowd problems at spectator events
(Credit value: 1)

Unit 04: How to respond to injuries, illnesses and other
emergencies in active leisure and learning
(Credit value: 1)

Each unit contains activities designed to cover the specific 
learning outcomes.
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